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So, we are finally allowed back to the pub - well, in the pub garden anyway.
And of course, you want to take your dog with you. 

 

However, before you grab your wallet and your dog's lead, take a moment to have a think about
what this experience might be like for him or her, especially if you have a 'lockdown pup' who has

missed out on some socialisation as a result of COVID restrictions.  
 

Every dog is different. 
Some react to new experiences calmly
and with curiosity. Others become
stressed - and show it by becoming
unruly and rambunctious; barking,
jumping or even lunging at people or
other dogs, or by being shy -  these dogs
may try and hide, or simply shut down if
they feel overwhelmed.  

Neither of these responses are your dog
being 'naughty' - they are simply coping
strategies that say, "Help me please!"

Be your dog’s ‘safe place’ 
Learning to recognise when your dog is feeling overwhelmed is vital – and protecting him or her
from intrusive or ‘forced’ interactions will prevent your dog from having to escalate defensive
behaviour – which can lead to aggression.
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NOTE: Worried about your dog's behaviour? We are here to help. www.cleverdogcompany.com

Follow my tips over the page, to ensure that you all have a good time 



Dogs have the right to say no!
Watch your dog carefully – a dog that
turns his or her head away from a person
approaching, or who moves away from
them rather than voluntarily moving
towards them, is saying ‘please keep your
distance, I’d rather not say hello’. Respect
your dog's right to say no, and move
away if necessary.

Space and time
Allow your dog time and space to settle into the environment when you first arrive at the pub,
without the approaches or attentions of other people or unknown dogs. He or she should have
the chance to sniff, and then settle. Taking your dog's bed or blanket with you will help to give a
bit of security, too.  

Predict and Protect
Be especially careful to protect your pup from the over-adoring attention of children. Dogs can
easily become stressed or frightened by being surrounded by kids – and even though they love
their own family, unknown children coming close or touching them are quite a different matter.

"He's only playing" is not an excuse for impolite behaviour!
Pub garden etiquette includes asking before allowing your dog to go over or say hello to another
dog – it’s really not polite to simply allow your dog to jump on someone else’s or to allow your
pup to encroach on another dog's space without warning. This can lead to stress and conflict - in
both species!

Over-tired?
Been for a walk, met new dogs and people
and now in the pub garden, but your puppy
can't settle? Just like toddlers, young dogs
can become fractious and angsty when they
are over-tired. 

This can present itself through barking,
digging, chewing - and even biting. 

If in doubt, drink up and go home – this is
not behaviour that you want to allow your
pup to practise in the pub or anywhere else! 
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